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“I believe you can do anything you

want, if you put your mind to it.”

—Major league pitcher JiM ABBoTT

PROFILES IN SPORTS COURAGE show-

cases a dozen of the twentieth century’s

bravest and most outstanding athletes—

from Jackie Robinson, the first African-

American to play in the Major Leagues, to

racecar pioneer Janet Guthrie, the first

woman to qualify for the indy 500.

Each dramatic, action-packed profile

shows how these talented athletes overcame

serious challenges—racism, sexism, serious

illness, and other seemingly insurmountable

problems—to make a lasting impact not only

on their sport but also on society.

Veteran sports book author Ken

Rappoport vividly conveys the struggles

and achievements of these exceptional 

athletes. Their physical skill, courage, and

dedication made them great athletes during

their own times and strong role models 

for today. Young readers will find inspira-

tion in each of their stories.

KEN RAPPOPORT is the author

of dozens of sports books for

young readers and adults, includ-

ing LADiES FiRST: WoMEn AThLETES

Who MADE A DiFFEREnCE. he

received a national award from

Writer’s Digest for a profile of St.

John’s University basketball coach

Lou Carnesecca. he has worked

as an Associated Press writer for

thirty years, covering every major

professional and college sport. 

he lives in new Jersey.
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Fast-paced and inspirational true stories 

of outstanding twentieth-century athletes 

who persevered to be the best against all odds

the remarKabLe athLetes  Featured in

PROFILES IN SPORTS COURAGE

Muhammad Ali—boxing Lance Armstrong—cycling

Kerri Strug—gymnastics Junko Tabei—mountain climbing

Junius Kellogg—basketball Rocky Bleier—football

Janet Guthrie—auto racing Jackie Robinson—baseball

Gail Devers—track & field Ekaterina Gordeeva—ice skating

Curt Flood—baseball Jim Abbott—baseball

Printed and bound in the United States of America

"Rappoport writes with an accessible, pared-
down language that will easily draw readers
into the action, beginning each section with a
suspenseful, you-are-there account of the ath-
lete just before a great triumph... a fine intro-
duction that students will want for report
research or personal inspiration."      

ÑBooklist 

Praise for Ladies First: Women athLetes Who made a diFFerence

also by Ken rappoport
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P eople have long admired outstanding athletes. From

the time when the ancient Greeks celebrated physical

skills by establishing the olympic Games, we have looked

to men and women with unusual speed, strength, or agility

as models for the best that humans can achieve. 

our expectations have been high and sometimes our

athletes have disappointed us. But a few individuals have

awed us not only because they displayed superior athletic

skills, but also because they exhibited a strength of charac-

ter and a tenacity that seemed to defy logic and allowed

them to overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles.

They all had intangible qualities that somehow kept them

going when most other people would have given up. These

athletes have taught us that there is no one definition of

courage: it comes in all types, shapes, and sizes. 

Courage can mean overcoming a life-threatening disease

and returning to the arena with renewed determination.

Courage can mean challenging those who warn that a

woman has no place on the highest peaks of the Himalayas

and trudging on through the blinding snow.

INTRODUCTION



The year: 1967 

The place: the U.S. Army induction center in Houston, Texas

“Cassius Clay!” the military officer called out. “Army!”

No one came forward.

“Clay! Army!” he repeated.

Again, no response.

Cassius Clay refused to answer. He refused to step forward. 

The officer approached. Did Clay know the penalty for his

actions? Prison. A heavy fine. 

Clay stood his ground. His face was a mask of determination.

He was not, repeat, not going to serve in the Army.

Other young men had been busy all morning filling out forms

and taking physical examinations. All of them were prepared to

take the oath to defend their country.

All of them, that is, but the man they called Clay. This man

who now answered to Muhammad Ali, his new Muslim name,

had chosen a different path.

Call him Cassius Clay or Muhammad Ali, he was best known

by only one identity: heavyweight boxing champion of the world.

Courage can mean stoically facing racial abuse and

being willing to be the first to step forward in the fight to

win respect for black athletes on the playing field.

The men and women athletes in this book are living

proof that courage can empower us to find the best within

ourselves and help us rise above anyone’s expectations—

sometimes even our own—to achieve the seemingly impos-

sible. I invite you to read on and get to know these

extraordinary people who in their own way defined the

meaning of courage.

—K. R.
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MUHAMMAD ALI
The Greatest



Others took Ali’s side. They admired him for standing up for

his beliefs. 

In 1964, he had won the heavyweight championship. And now,

three years later, the self-proclaimed “Greatest” was preparing to

fight a different kind of battle:

Ali vs. the U.S. government.

Cassius Marcellus Clay Jr. was born in Louisville, Kentucky,

on January 17, 1942. His parents named him after a famous

Kentucky abolitionist, a man who had devoted much of his

career to fighting for the rights of blacks. 

Clay grew up in a household where religion and hard

work were highly valued. The prizefighter recalled that as a

young boy he and his family lived in “semi-poverty.” They

lived in a four-room frame house that constantly needed fix-

ing, but there was rarely enough money for repairs. More

often, the family income went to basic necessities like food

and clothing. Clay and his brother Rudy usually wore 

second-hand clothes.

The prizefighter’s father Cassius Marcellus Clay Sr.

worked as a sign painter, and his mother odessa worked as

a domestic. When he was old enough, young Clay found a

job as a part-time janitor. Proud of their son, the Clays saved

enough to buy him a bicycle when he was twelve. He was

thrilled with his new bike. He rode it everywhere.

Then something happened that changed his life. While

Clay was attending a bazaar at a community center, his

bicycle disappeared. Stolen.

Why would a boxing

champion refuse to defend

his country?

Ali was now a minister

of Islam. According to his

religion, he did not have to

serve in the armed forces.

He had declared himself a

conscientious objector, a

person who refuses on

moral or religious grounds

to fight in a war.

Representatives of the

Army tried to convince Ali

to change his mind. They

said he could put on exhi-

bition fights for the troops

and never go to battle. 

Ali still refused. “I’d be just as guilty as the ones doing the

killing,” he said. 

Cassius Clay had been a colorful, popular sports figure. But

with his new name and his outspoken stand against the war and

against the government, he became controversial.

Some people didn’t accept Ali’s claim to be a conscientious

objector. They called Muhammad Ali another name: draft dodger.

They thought he was a coward, using his new religion as an

excuse not to fight in the Vietnam War.

5

Muhammad Ali
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Muhammad Ali carries the Olympic torch at the
Centennial Games.



Martin set him up with regular appearances on

“Tomorrow’s Champions,” a local TV boxing show.

Talkative and cocky, Clay became a popular guest on the

program. 

As Clay continued to win bout after bout on

“Tomorrow’s Champions,” his confidence grew. He

bragged about his strength. He felt he was invincible and

said that no one could beat him. Not even much heavier,

bigger opponents.

In July 1958, a sixteen-year-old Clay climbed into the

ring against Charley Baker, a huge and muscular opponent

who outweighed him by 23 pounds. Clay was a light heavy-

weight, and Baker a heavyweight.

Clay was forewarned by one friend, “you’re crazy if you

ever get in the ring with him.”

Clay’s response: “I’m gonna whip him.”

He did—winning a unanimous three-round decision.

one day three young boxers entered the gym when Clay

was training. Because he was training by himself, they

thought Clay was an easy mark.

“you can take him,” said one of the men to his young

boxer friend.

At the next week’s telecast, the young boxer climbed into

the ring against Clay. Next thing he knew, he was flat on his

back. Clay had knocked him unconscious. 

The defeated boxer’s friends couldn’t believe it. It was

only later they found out the Clay kid trained by himself

because no one would get in the ring with him.

Searching for a policeman, Clay was directed to the base-

ment of the community center. There a police officer named

Joe Martin was teaching a boxing class. 

The grief-stricken Clay reported the theft to the cop and

told him he wanted to get even with the person who stole

his bike. Martin advised Clay to learn to defend himself and

invited the young man into his class. Clay agreed, and soon

he was devoting most of his spare time to boxing. In addi-

tion to the lessons, he began training with a man named

Fred Stoner at a gym in an all-black section of Louisville.

Noticing Clay was a quick learner, Stoner helped him

develop a distinctive boxing style.

Clay went at the sport with an almost scientific preci-

sion. He trained day in and day out, quite often alone, until

his arms and legs were incredibly strong. He learned to stay

in constant motion, bobbing his head and shifting his feet.

Participating in dozens of amateur bouts, he began to per-

fect his skills. With his marvelous head fakes and fast foot

movements, he could jab his opponent again and again

without fear of being hit back. Most of the time, he walked

away from a fight without a scratch.

Soon he developed what he called “built-in radar.” He

instinctively knew when to jab, when to move back, when to

duck, and when to tie his man up. 

Clay’s aggressive personality was immediately obvious

to Martin. He was “sassy…a little smart aleck,” Martin said,

but “he had more determination than most boys, and he had

the speed to get him someplace.” 

7
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He was angry and discouraged, but he had no plans to

quit. 

Next stop for Clay: the pros. He started making a name

for himself. He was as quick with his mouth as he was with

his fists. Crowds came to see this boastful kid fight, and fans

eagerly read his cocky quotes in the sports section of the

newspapers. Before long he earned the nicknames “The

Louisville Lip” and “Motor Mouth.” 

Clay always predicted victory for himself. He was as

good as his word. Nineteen opponents up, nineteen down.

With this shining record, Clay earned a shot at Sonny

Liston’s heavyweight crown.

Two black fighters battling for the heavyweight title was

no longer a novelty. Earlier in the twentieth century black

fighters were in the minority, and black champions even more

rare. Many good black fighters were denied the chance to step

into the ring for a championship bout because of skin color.

Jack Johnson was the first African American to win the

heavyweight championship in 1908. Because he was black

and because many people considered him arrogant, he was

not popular with most white boxing fans.

American society did not fully accept blacks as boxing

champions until the 1930s, when Joe Louis wore the heavy-

weight crown.

By the time Louis became champion, he had won over

many white fans. They not only appreciated his great box-

ing skills, but his humble manner. In their minds, Louis was

an acceptable role model for all blacks.

Clay did not disappoint his trainers. In fact, he rarely lost

a fight.

By the time he was eighteen, he had fought all over the

U.S. and had beaten just about every opponent. He won

several Golden Gloves championships and two national

AAU titles, but he was proudest when he became an

olympic boxing champion.

The gold medal thrilled Clay. He wore it around his neck

all the time. Then an incident in a restaurant put a com-

pletely different light on all his achievements. 

during a victorious trip back home to Louisville, Clay

proudly displayed the medal he had won at the Rome

olympics. When he walked into an all-white restaurant in

Louisville, the owner refused to admit a black man. The

gold medal didn’t mean anything to him. It didn’t matter

that Clay was an olympic champion. Clay realized that peo-

ple in Louisville still treated blacks like inferiors, no matter

how impressive their accomplishments. 

He was furious.

“There were places I couldn’t go, places I couldn’t eat

[in],” the young boxer said.

Later that night Clay ran into trouble again. The leader

of a white motorcycle gang demanded that Clay turn over

his medal. A fight broke out. Although Clay escaped serious

injury, he felt depressed and disillusioned. He hated the

unfair treatment of blacks in America. Walking along the

ohio River, Clay was so upset he threw his prized olympic

medal right into the river!

9
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them even more furious, Clay was late. “Let’s get the hell

out of here,” said John Lennon, and the Beatles started for

the door.

Clay’s press agent reacted quickly, and the police

blocked the Beatles’ escape. The Fab Four were not amused.

After several minutes, Clay finally burst into the room.

“Hello there, Beatles,” Clay said. “We oughta do some

road shows together. We’ll get rich.” 

Even the Beatles couldn’t resist the charm of the

Louisville Lip. The five of them went into the ring. Clay

threw a mock punch. The Beatles pretended to go down like

dominoes. Everybody was laughing. The photo made the

front pages around the world.

Everything was about to change—for the Beatles and for

Clay. 

The fight was a matchup of different styles. There was

nothing fancy about Liston. He was a brutal slugger who

wore other boxers down with brute force. Liston would

stand toe to toe with his opponent, and the last man stand-

ing was the winner. Usually, that was Liston.

Clay was the exact opposite. He moved around the ring

on quick feet, jabbing quickly, then dancing away from his

adversary’s fists. His hit-and-run routine often had oppo-

nents reeling. Even so, few thought that Clay could last the

entire fifteen rounds against such a deadly puncher as

Liston—a grim-faced fighter Clay had called a “monster.”

But Clay had a plan.

11
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Clay was anything but humble. He was convinced that

he could defeat Liston, and he didn’t mind saying so. But he

wasn’t given much of a chance against the champ. only

three of forty-three sports writers picked Clay to beat Liston

in the fight in Miami Beach, Florida, on February 25, 1964.

The general thinking: the veteran Liston was older, wiser,

and tougher—entirely too tough for Clay. 

Liston was a formidable opponent. He made appear-

ances wearing a robe with the hood pulled up. His trainer

called it “an executioner’s robe.” one commentator said,

“He is the most frightening man in the world.”

Billy Conn, the former light heavyweight champion,

said, “He [Clay] hasn’t the experience. The only experience

he’ll get with Liston is how to get killed in a hurry.”

Because the New York Times thought the fight would be

so one-sided, the newspaper didn’t send its regular boxing

correspondent. Instead, the Times assigned a reporter to a

nearby hospital, certain that Clay would wind up there after

the fight.

Clay, meanwhile, was pulling all sorts of stunts to pro-

mote himself. He could even manage to turn a potential dis-

aster into an opportunity for favorable press coverage. 

Around the time of the championship bout, the Beatles

were on their first American tour. The famed musical group

from England was expecting to be photographed with

Liston, the champ, for a publicity shot. Instead, the Beatles

got the champ’s challenger. They were angry. And to make
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